XV BG SPRING TOURNAMENT 2022

INVITATION

DATE

23.-24.04.2022.a.

VENUE

Aianduse 4, Tartu, Estonia
MTÜ SK Biomechanics group
E-mail: info@trampoline.ee
Tel: +372 55 596 835
According to valid FIG Code of Points.
INDIVIDUAL TRAMPOLINE
Beginners class
born in 2015-...
Children class
born in 2010-2015
Youth class
born in 2007-2010
Junior class
born in 2004-2007
Master class
born in ...-2004

ORGANIZER
PROGRAM AND
CLASSES

look appendix 1
look appendix 1
look appendix 1
look appendix 1
look appendix 1

DOUBLE-MINI TRAMPOLINE
Children class
born in 2010-2015
Youth class
born in 2007-2010
Junior class
born in 2004-2007
Master class
born in ...-2004

RESULTS AND AWARD
CEREMONY

PAYMENT

JUDGES

ENTRY

In boys and girls.
No finals in Beginners class trampoline.
In trampoline and double-mini trampoline from Children, Youth, Junior and
Master classes results will be based on final (final starts from zero) if there is
enough competitors. If there is not enough competitors then the results will be
based on preliminaries.
To the finals:
1. If in age group is 4 or less competitors, then there will not be finals.
Results will be based on preliminaries.
2. If in age group is 5-6 competitors then in the final is 4 top gymnasts
from preliminaries.
3. If in age group is 7-8 competitors then in the final is 6 top gymnasts
from preliminaries.
4. If in age group is more than 9 competitors then in the final is 8 top
gymnasts from preliminaries.
Top three gymnasts will be awarded with medal and a souvenir. The winner will
be also awarded with cup. All gymnasts will get a diploma.
Top three gymnasts have to be in award ceremony. Otherwise they will lose
their rank.
Entry fees:
One discipline 40.- EUR
Two disciplines 60.- EUR
Entry fees must be paid in cash upon arrival.
Clubs who have submitted the Declaration of interest on time will get a 10%
discount of the normal entry fee.
Judges must be entered as follows,
• 1-10 competitors = 1 judge, 11-20 competitors = 2 judges, 21-30 competitors
= 3 judges and 31+ competitors = 4 judges.
• For a missing judge there will be a fee of 20€ per competitor to pay.
Declaration of interest
25.02.2022
Entry
08.04.2022

ACCREDITATION
PRELIMINARY
PROGRAM

Definitive entry
13.04.2022
Accreditation will be in competition hall.
Changes in entry can be done until 1 hour before competition.
The schedule will be announced about 2 weeks before the competition.

COVID-19

All participants are responsible for their own health- and travel- related risks
and must also follow the recommendations of their own country on this matter.
LOC strongly recommend that each delegation takes travel insurance including
Covid-19 as illness and an eventual needed quarantine period and appropriate
cancellation insurance also for the travel and accommodation.
In the case of quarantine, all occurring costs are at the responsibility of the
person respective the national federation or club.
All participants have to follow the Anti-Covid measurements. The Heads of the
Delegations and the coaches are responsible for their delegations’ members.
Please bring enough personal respiratory protective equipment (face masks,
etc.) and personal hand sanitizers.
To protect yourself, bring please also your personal magnesium.
Event Covid-19 guidelines will be published before the
competition.

INQUIRIES

Inquiries for the Difficulty score are allowed, provided that they are made
verbally immediately after the publication of the score or at the very latest
before the score of the following gymnast or group is shown. For the last
gymnast or group of a rotation, this limit is one minute after the score is shown
on the scoreboard.

Appendix 1
Compulsory elements for classes
Beginners class (compulsory and voluntary) and no ToF
5. ¼ front
0,1
6. ¼ back
0,1
7. straddle jump
–
8. ½ twist
0,1
9. to seat
–
10. 1/2-twist to feet
0,1
11. tuck
–
12. pike
–
13. ¼ back
0,1
14. ¼ front
0,1
Difficulty
0,6
OR
1. ¼ front
2. ¼ back
3. tuck jump
4. ½ twist
5. to seat
6. ½ twist to seat
7. ½ twist to feet
8. straddle jump
9. ¼ back
10. ¼ front with ½ twist
Difficulty

0,1
0,1
–
0,1
–
0,1
0,1
–
0,1
0,2
0,8

Children class 10 skills
At least three (3) of the total skills in the compulsory routine must have at least 270° of
somersault.
Second routine is voluntary.
Youth class 10 skills
At least five (5) of the total skills in the compulsory routine must have at least 270° of
somersault.
Second routine is voluntary.
Junior class 10 skills
At least seven (7) of the total skills in the compulsory routine must have at least 270° of
somersault.
Second routine is voluntary.
Master class – according to valid CoP

